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,.-. Army Mb Foi%es,–lilii%kiidConnnin~.“ “

TBE EFFECT OF ALTITUDE ON BOMBER PERFORMANCE

By Paul R. Hill and John L. Crlgle’r “

INTRODUCTION .

A series of reports, references 1 to 4, has been
directed toward relating the performance of bombers to
their design parameters; namely, power, gross weight,
wing area, and altitude. One report, reference 5, shows
the effect on performance of variation in the efficiency
parameters: power plant, aerodynamic, and structural
efficiencies.. In all the studies the effect of design
and operating altitude on the performance has been largely
submerged while attention has been focused on the other
parameters. The present study is devoted to the analysis
of the effect of design and operating altitude on per-
formance.

The chief emphasis in this report is placed on range
performance and charts are first presented giving range
as a function of wing loading, power loading, and design
altitude. Performance selection charts are then pre-
sented which show the high speed, the rate of clinibat
design altitude, the take-off run at sea level, and the
range. The charts are presented for airplanes with
design altitudes of 10,000, 20,000, 30,000, and 40,000 feet.
.These oharts consist of performance curves on coordinates
of power loading and wing loading so that altitude com-
parisons may easily be made for constant values of these
fundamental parameters.

The selection of the basic data of weights, drags,
engine economy, and cooling power were made to correspond
to current Air Force practice or to high altitude designs
under development for the Air ~orces. The values of
these factors vary with altitude. To find the variation
in performance with altitude requires a careful evaluation
of basic data and its variation with altitude. Accord-
ingly, the mathematical representation of basic data and
the computations of airplane performance with altitude
have been made in greater detail than in previous reports
of this series. For example, propellers have been
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carefully selected and the eff’iclency computed for all
flight conditions, while for cruisirig flight the engine
speed was assumed to be &djusted to give the maximum
ratio 01”propelle~’ efficiency to specific fuel consump-
tion.

Tn?-san~iysls js btised on aiimpianes using four
2000-horsepower engines. The results, however, in

$
eneral apply to atrplanes ‘,vithath.ernumbers of engines.

‘ 9i~hts and win~ areas are varied to cover a wide range
of power.loading and wing loading. In this report,
comparison or per.?ormance or other characteristics at
various altltudes is made at equal power loading (equal
gross weight) and equal wing I.oading (equal wlng”area).
To facilitate.such comparis.~ns and as well :tomake clear
the eff’ectof power loadtng and wing loading on perform-
ance at any altitude, nerforruances and oth.m character-
istics are presented by means of constafit value contours
on a coordinate system having power loading as ordinate
and wing loading as abscissa.

AW.LYSIS

Range computations tiremade by the use of the well-
known Breguet forml~ia.

#i ~LdwRange = 375 ~,e – —CDW

where

n propeller efficiency

c snec!fic fuel consumption of the engine, pounds
per brake horsepower-hour

L/D lift-drag ratio of’the airplane

w airplane we?.ght

w airplane gross weight

We airplane empty welglit (gross weight less fuel,
011, and bombs)
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In previous reports all range computations have
been made for flight at..sea..leyel,at maxim~ L/D. In
this study range computations are made at maximum L@
and at constant power for various operation-al and design
altitudes. Each factor entering into the range compu-
tations Is.discussed separately.

Range at ?@ximum L/D

F5gure l(a) shows the specific fuel consumption,
pounds per brake horsepower-hour, required to fly the
10,000-foot design altitude airplane ’at maximum L/D
and full ross wefl.ghtat 10ZOOO feet altitude.

f
Ni?l.gures

l(b), 1(c , and l(d) show the specific fuel consumption
required to fly the 20,000-foot, the 30,0G0-foot, and the
40,000-foot design altitude airplanes for the same con-
ditions at their res~ective altitudes. Taking a power
loading of 13 and a ritng loading of LO to illustrate the
effect of altitude on spec3fic fuel consumption at maxi-
mum L/D, we note that the specific fuel consumption at
10 000, 20,000, 30,00C, and 40,000 feet is, respectively, s
0.L3, 0.46, 0.52, arid0,C6. This app~’oximate 50-~ercent
increase in specific fuel consumption at 1}0,000 t’eetover
10,000 feet implles a serious reduction of range at
altitude. The increased specific fuel consumption with
altitude is the result of the increased power required
to operate at maximum L/D at the hl~her altitude.

Changes In empty weight are caused by changes in the
weight of equipment carried by the airplane. Although
all of the engfnes are of’the same size and rating, the
complete power-nlant weight increases with the design
altitude. An increase in altitude requires an increase
in the weight of the supercharger installation, an
Increase in weight of the Intercoolers and ducts, and an
increase in propeller size and weight. Also, for the
higher altitude% cabin supercharging equipment la.
required. All increases in wetght of equipment results
in a decrease l-ndisposable load. .31Qures2(a), 2(b),
2(c), and 2(d) show the disposable load on coordinates
of power loading and wing loading. The disposable load
as given here consists of bomb load, fuel, and oil.
F& a power loading of.1~ and a wing loading.ot 40, for
example, the disposable load for design altit des”of

Y10,000, 20,000,:30,000, and 40,000 feet Is 39-, 37, 3%
and 33 percent of the gross weight, respecti V?ly.
This effect alone would decrease the range of the 40,000-
foot design altitude airplane 15 percent with r-espect to
the 10,000-foot design altitude airplane.
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The propellers were selected for each airplane from
design selection charts (see appendix) for the high-
speed condition, and the propeller efficiency was esti-
mated from test data for all flight conditions. It was
found that; with careful selection of propellers, losses
in cruising ei-ficiency could be held to within 2 or 3
percent of peak efi’!.ciencyas long as the wing loading
was not below about 20 pounds per square foot. If pro-
peil.ers are not carefully selected, a large drop In
propeller eff?.ciency for cruising at low power is
probable.

The thrust power for cooling was taken as propor-
tional to the brake horsepower. Hence, for performance
computations, an allowance for cooling power is expressed
as a reduction in propeller efficiency. These reduc-
tions are 5, 7,

3
and 12 nercent for operation at

10,000, 20,000, 3 ;000, and 40,000 feet, respectively.

A change in L~ is effected b~ a change In para~
site drag. The assumed ri&rasite drag of the airplane
was made to vary with alt~.tudebecause of the increased
frontal area or the ducts necessary for cooling.
Differences in the total drag of airnlanes desi~ed for
10,000 and )+O,C)OOf’eetfor a power loading of 13 and a
wing loading of’~;.0,for exc.mnle, are about one percent
when flying at r.axlmum L,~. This difference in drag
does not include the cool?.ngdrag which wtis charged as a
decrease In proy~eller efficiency as explained above.

The above analysls shows that the important factors
affecting the variation of ran e with design and operat-

7ing altitude for the maximum L D conditions of flight
are speciftc fuel consumption, disposable load, and
coollng power. The variation of propeller efficiency
for qptimum propeller designs an~ the variation in
maximum L/D with altitude are relatively unimportant
factors.

Rang9 at Constant Power

The effects of oneratlonal altitude on range ~or
operation at constant power are greatly dlfrerent from
the effects for operation at maximum L/D . In the case
of operation at maximum L/D an increase In altitude
results In a decrease in range. On the other hand for
operation at a given power, except for extreme cases of
flight at speeds below the speed for maxinum L/D, the
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higher the altitude the greater the average speed. Ebr
a constant value of specific fuel consumption,” this means ,
that greeter range Is obtained at the higher altitudes.

The adverse effects of desigrialtitude on the dis-
posable load and narasite drag area was shown in the
previous section. These effects tend to reduce range
at constant power in exactly the same manner as range at
maximum L/D .

l?brairplanes flying at constant power at design ,
altitude, the above-mentioned effects of operating and
design altitude tend to compensate. No deflnlte state-
ment can be made as to the combined effect on range.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

I?ange at Maximum L/D

Figures-”3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d) show maximum
range of airplanes designed for 10,000, 20,000, 30,000,
and 4.0,000 feet, respectively, and operating at design
altitude. Dotted lines give the cruising speed at
maximum L/D cnd gross weight. The shape of the con-
stant range CfJtItOUI?S for coordinates of power loading
and wing loading are similar for the several altitudes.
The high ranges appear in the high-power-loading region
of the chart at win~ loadings of about 30 to 50; low
ranges are obtained at low power loading and are not very
dependent on wtng loadlng. The most striking difference
In the charts is the limitation Imposed by the maximum
continuous power (2675 hp per engine) at various altitudes
on the allowable power and wing loading (dashed lines on
the f’igures). Airplanes defined by power load!ngs and
wing loadings above and to the “right of this line have
insufficient power to cruise at maximum L/D and gross
weight. Hence the range curves are discontinued at
this line. The b0,000-foot high-power-loading airplanes
are limited to a low-wing-loading region, thus imposing
a handicap on range possibilities. Thu S, a large gain
in range may be obtained by selecting an airplune
designed to cruise at low altitude rather than highal-
tltude. Fbr instance, the maximum range with d 10,000-
foot airplane is 7750 miles while the maximum at 40,000
feet Is only 4500 miles. On the other hand, the
10,000-foot airplane has an Initial maximum L@ cruis-
ing speed of’about 200 miles per hour while the LO,OOO-
foot airplane has an initial cruising speed of about
@ miles per hour.

.-
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Figure b is a cross plot of maximum L/D ranges
given in figure 3. Three airplanes represented by
points A,”B, and C of f’igures3(a), 3(b), 3(c), and 3(d)
illustrate the vmflation of range with altitude for par-
ticular values of wing loading and power loading. The
differences of ultimate range between 10,000- and bO,OOO-
foot airplanes at design altltudes are of the order of
2000 miles.

Figure 5 is also a cross plot of figure 3 and shows
the maximum L/’D range at design altitude for the air-
planes with a wing loading of 50 pounds per square foot.
Each curve is for a particular altitude. Desides show-
ing the change in range with altitude this figure
demonstrates the increase in range possibilities from the
possible increase of power loading at the lower altitudes.

Figure 6 is a range chart for the ~0,000-foot
airplane oDerating at maximuu L/D at 10,000 feet alti-
tude. A repetition of’curves from figure l(d) (r&nge
at 40,000 feet’ is Included (clottedline) for easy com-
parison. This figure shows the range advmtage of
flying the J0,000-foot airplane at 10,000 feet. .%r
e:cample~at a power loading and wing loadin~ of 13 pounds
per horsepower and ~.Opounds per square foot, the (maxi-
mum) range is Increased from 3900 to 5000 miles. ThiS
is because the Increased horsepower required to fly at
40,000 f’eetnecessitates a higher snecii’icFuel consump-

‘or cooling Is a greatertion and the powsr requtred .
percentage of the brake horsepower.

By means o: four samle airplanes, each having a
power loading of 13 pounds pep horsepower and a wing
loading of 40 ~ounds per square foot, f’l~ure7 shows the
range at maximum L/D as a function of operating alti-
tude. It is seen that the renge for each.airnlane
decreases with increuslil~ alt~tude. The airplane
designed for 10,000 feet has a greater ran~e at 20,000
feet than the airplune designed for 20,000 feet. A
similar circumstance occurs between the 20,000-foot
airplane at j0,000 feet und the a!rplane designed for
30,000 feet. Thi~ difference is, of course, due”to the
greater weight of equipment built into the higher alti-
tude airplanes. However, the advantage in range is
obtained at the expense of climb and speed performance.
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Range at Constant Power
.. , . ., . -, ----- .. -.,. ,

Figure’ 8 shows the ran e of al~lane-s-”op~~~ting at
zmaximum continuous power (1 75 hp) at deslgn”altltude.

This Is the flight condition In greatest contrast to
fllght at maximum L/D; this condltlon giving the short-
est range, maximum L/D the longest. In splte”of this
great difference the range contours bear a striking
similarity in the two cases, except for the presence ofa
somewhat unimportant optimum wing loading for the maxi-
mum L/D condition. The increase of range with power
loading is marked In both cases. Range at other flight
conditions between these extremes is affect@ by power
loadln In a similar manner.

~ 8(c), and8(d) sk&0~%r~;~~$~~~%e~lane8(a), (b),
has a slight advantage extent at low power loading.

The four curves of figure ~(a) represent four
airplanes, each with a power loading of 13 and a wing
loading of’40, having design altitudes of 10,000, 20,000,
30,000, and )+0,000 feet, respectively, and flying at
10,000 feet altitude. These curves demonstrate the
effect of design alt!tude on range for fli@lt at con-
stant power and cover flight condit?.ons from minimum
power at gross weight to maximum continuous cruising
power. The difference in ranGe for cruising at a con-
stant cruising power at the same altitude 1s in favor of
the lowest design altitude airplane. This is chiefly
due to changes ~.nthe weight of equipment with u small
effect due to drag coefficient. These effects are
general and apply to all the airplanes. In this ptir-
ticular example the propeller of the 40,000-foot airplane
is slightly underloaded, also causing a slight drop In
range.

l?lgureg(b) shows the effect of operating one air-
plane at constant power at various altitudes or air
densities. The airplane has a power loading of 13, a
wing loading of 4.0,and a design altitude of @,000 feet.
The curves show that the higher the airplane flies at a
given power the greater the range. This is because air-
planes at a higher altitude fly faster on a given power
and hence farther. A greater range may be realized,
however, with a decrease in altitude because level flight
may be maintained with a lower percent of’the power.

Figure ~(a) gives the effect of design altitude
showing the penalty of high-altitude equipment on range.
“Figure g(b) shows the range advantage of operating at
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high altitude in low-density air at a given horsepower.
The combined effects of equipment and dens!ty shown in
figures g(a) and 9(b) are shown in figure 9(c).
Figure 9(c) shows the curves of range for fllght at con-
Stant cruiSlng ~JOwGrfor airplanes of four design alti-
tudes, each flying at lts design altitude. At highest
powers some range advantage is shown for the higher
altitude airplanes. However, because level flight may
be maintained at a lower power at the lower altitude, an
increase in range may be obtained at the lower altitudes
by taking advantage of flight at low power.

Performance Charts

Figure 10 is a set of performance charts. Each
chart gives the take-oft’run at sea level, the rate of
climb at maximum L,~ with full nilitar:’ power, high
speed, and the maximum I.-IDcruising range at design
altitude. Comparison of selection charts for several
altitudes presents a general picture of the variation of
bomber performance characteristics with altitude.
Charts of this type are useful in selecting a power “
loading and wing loading to obtain a desired compromise
of performance charucteristlcs.

The following table gives the performance as taken
from figure 10 for two airplanes represented by points
A and C on the figure. The table shows far the two
illustrated points how the design altitude performances
of maximum L/D range, high speed, and clinb with mili-
tary power vary with design altitude and lmw the take-off
run at sea level varies with design altitude.
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‘ PEREORK!NCE AT DESIGN ALTITUDE

..- ---.,. POINT”A “ “---””’-” - -

Altitude, “ft lC,000 20,000 30,0019 40,000——
Max L/D range, miles 6,650 6,0c0 5,3C0 4,300
High speed, miles~ 250 270 2911 , 315
Cllmb, ft/mi~ G50 750 550 250
Take-off run~, f% 2,900 2,Too 2,zoo 2,300

.

POINT C

W/P 8 i’i/S 70

I Altitude, ft 10,CK)O 20, 00( 30,000
--l

~o,300——— —— ———— .-

Max L/D rcnge, miles 3,$;:
High speed, m?-les/~
Climb, ft/ml

T “ :’;::Take-off run., f’t .8 %.=

lAt sea level.

In summarizing the effect of’altitude on range
performance it was found that:

1. The greatest range Is obtalnscl for a low-altitude
design operating at low altitude with t:hsairqlane flyjn
at the maximum YL/D condition (const=t angle of attack .
The penalty is small for increased operational altitude
if the wing loading and power loading a.sesmall but
becomes important for high wl~ and pow{Jr loadings.

2. If the flight is made at q.con~.tantpower greater
than that required for the maximum L/D condition at a
given altitude at design gross weight, the range increases
with operating altitude until the power condition corre-
sponds to that required for maximum 1./1) .
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3. The ran~e obtained for flig..tat constant power
is always less than that for flight at max L/D .

4. An increase in desl~ altitude of an airplane
always decreases the ultimate ranCe due to the increaeed
weight of altitude equipment.

5. A comparison of airplanes operatinC at various
deslp> altitudes for t!~econstant power condition of
flight may nhow an Increase in ran~e with altitude due
to increased operational speed or a decrease in range
due to a decreased fuel load. !?hecomparisorl shows an
increase or decrease in ranfledegending on which effect
predominates.

6. In fieneral, if the f’liphtis to be made at
maximmn cruisin~ power, an Increase In both desl~ and
operatin~ altitude givee Increased range and increased
speed.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory,
National Advisory Comnlttee for Aeronautics,

Langley l?ield,Vs., October 15, 1943.
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APPENDIX

. ...Power,P@nts, . . . .. ... .

The airplanes are each powered by.engln~s capa-bleof
developing 2000 horsepower at rated altitude. Power
plants rated at 10,000 feet are mechanically supercharged
by a single-stage blower, those rated at 20,000 and 30,000
feet by a single-stag~ turbosupercharger, and those rated
at 40,000 feet are supercharged by a two-stage turbo-
supercharger. The weight of engines and accessories for
various altitudes are given in the section on weights.
Accessories include oil coolers and aluminum lntercoolers
of sufficient size for low power consumption at rated
altitude. The curve of minimum specific fuel consumption
Is given in figure n(a) together with the corresponding
engine speed.

Jn cases of cruising at minimum specific fuel
consumption, if the maximum ratio of propeller efficiency
to specific f’uelconsumption was not obtained, the engine
speed was adjusted until this ratio was a rxucimum.
Figure n(b), giving specific fuel consumption as a func-
tion of both engine sneed and horsepower, supplies the
necessary Information.

Cooling Power

Thrust cooling horsepower is taken as proportiona~
to brake horsepower. This assumption makes it possible
to account for cooling losses by an equivalent reduction
in Propeller efficiency. The following table gives the
reduction of’propeller efficiency assumed to allow for
cooling.

Altitude
(ft)

Thrust cooling power
(percent brake hp )

(Also equiv. reduction
of prop. efficiency)

Approximate reduction
of brake hp
(percent)

10,000 5.0 6.0
20,000

z

7.0 8.0
0,000 Jog 11.0
0,000 ● 4.0

— .— _..
..—
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Propellers

Fbur-blade propellers were used throughout this
study so that propeller weights were kept uniform.

The propeller efficiency for the range condition was
carefully Invest!.gated and propellers were selected that
were suited for floodra~e performance, with the high-.
sneed condition given le~s consideration. This study
was necessary because, with the engine operating at the
speed for minimum speci~ic fuel consumption with the air-
plane flying at maximum 1,/D at its design altitude, the
propeller may stall and a serious loss in efficiency
occur. To avoid the selectlon of extremely large
propellers, propellers were selected to operate with a
tip speed of 1.05 times the speed of sound for the high-
speed condition.

At a value of’ V\nD below two, analysis ;F the
ex~erlmental data in re:erence 6 shows that the CL at
the C.7 radius for peak ef’fictency varies approximately
as the curve iILfigure 12. Above a V/nD of two, the
CL at the 0.7 radius rises slowly but because of com-
pressibility limitations it was held constent at 0.51.
On the same figure the curve of (°CL)~,~ is shown,

‘0.7R being held constant at 0.138 for a four-blade
pro~eller. The propeller selection chart (fig. 13) was
nrenared for nropel?.ers having optimum loading distribu-
tion but may be used for any efficient ~roneller. ThiS
chart was made fron the data in reference 7. Having the
forward velocity and tin speed given, the V,\nD is com-

puted; the value of “L)0.7R is read from figure 12 and

the value of 1&~ read ~fromFigure 13. Then the#

Wzdiameter is given by D = —__.. F9r extremely
\&p v3/eP

low-speed airplnnes the propeller dimeters were limited
to 19 feet even though the selection chart shows a larger
diameter propeller required for highest efficiency.
AftGr the diameter and gem ratio were established, the
propeller ~fficiency was determined from the test data ~f
reference o. The take-off criterion of all propellers
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was investigated to ascertain that the propellers-were
unstalled in the take-otf range.

..... . ..-. ,l------ ,, .-. ,.., ... .
Propeller weights were taken from figure L!+In

accordance with the diameter.

Drag
. .

The drag coeff’iclentsused are representative of
those obtained on modern high-performance airplanes.
The wing profile-drag coefficient is taken as 0.0090.
The tall drag coefficient based on wing area is taken as
0.Q030. The drag coefficient of fuselage and nacelles
based on effective frontal area is taken as 0.120.
These coefficients combine to give an expression for
profile-drag coefficient.

CDO = 0.0120 + 0.12 F/S

where F is the el?f’ect-!.vefrontal erea of’fuselage and
nacelles, and S 1s the wing area. In tiddition CDO
is varied with Mach z,unher in the munner shown in
figure 15. This variation is in accordance with the
assumption that the airplane does not reach the critical
Mach number. At any given altltude F is tal:ento be
constant. This allows for the naceiles becoming effec-
tively more submerged in the wing as the gross weight
increases. The nacelle frontal areas are increased
with altitude to admit increased qutintitles of cooling
air. Estimates of the size necessary are based on main-
taining the ratio of entrance velocity to flight speed
within a reasonable range for all flight conditions.
The resulting values of ef’i’ectivefuselage and nacelle
frontal areas ere as follows:

Design altitude Effective fusela~e and

. (ft) nacelle frontal areas
(Sq ft)

10,000 157.8
20,000 1z9.2

“z
0,000 lL1 .2
0,000 144.9

Snan .%ctor .

An addition to the minimum parasite
Induced drag is assumed and expressed as

.

and ideal
an increase
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in the induced drag. Thus, the induoed drag is divided
by a span factor as in the equation

The value of e is taken as O.~0 In this analysis.

Aspect Ratio

An aspect ratio of 10 has been used throughout this
analysis. The effect of aspect ratio on maximum range.
and speed is not critical over a wide range of aspect
ratio.

Load Factor

A design load l’actorof ~ has been used in determin-
ing the wing weight. The design loading condition is a
bomb load in the fuselage equal to 5 percent of the gross
weight and tho fuel load distributed in the wings.

7JingThickness

A 20-percent wing-thickness ratio at the qout chord
was used for all airplanes. This wing is thick’enough
to keep the wing weight reasonable but not thick enough
to cause a high drag.

Weights

From airplane weight studies the following weights
were selected;

1. The landing gear is 7% percent of the gross
weight.

2. The fuselage weight varles with the 2/3
power of the gross weight as in fiqure 16. Thi3 makes
the weight vary roughly with the surfaco area.

39 The weight of each engine with accessories
is:
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10,000

II
2365

20,000 2265 2;0

.$
0,000 2265 255
0,000 2265 295

Super- Controls Oil cooler
charger agd and
lnstal- st’arti~ iliicellu-
lation neous

Total
except
yro-
peller

2715
3115

%
30
345

(a )’~~eightof supercharger included In engine weight.

4. The assumed weight of cabin furnishings and
of armament and armor are given in figure 17(a). .

59 The weight of’electrical equipment, sur~ace
controls, and hydraulic system are given in figure 17(b).

6. The weight of cabin superchargin~ equipment
Incorporated in airnlane with ~0,000 and ~~0,00(1feet
design altitude is @ven In figure l~(c) and is in
addition to the item of cabin furnishings.

7. The crew is assumed to vary from six mem-
bers at a gross weight of ~L0,00U pounds to nine members
at a gross weight of 265,0u0 pounds. A wei~ht of 200
pounds is allowed for each crew member. - additional
15 pounds of oxygen equipment 1s installed for each man.

8. Certain weights have a fixed value:

Instruments g: ;:
Communications
Automatic pilot 250 lb

9- Wing weights*

If it Is assumed that the weight of a wing is
proportional to the amount of’metal required to resist
the applled bending moments, the following relationship
between wing weight and other airplane parameters may be
derived:

(. ~J
- c~w~ - WI )fR3/2S1/2 “

K= ---

Vflt

\

I
I
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in which T!rytrial on modern
planes the average value of
100,000 m Keeping the same

American bombers and pursuit
K is in the neighborhood of

general arrangement of the
equation except for the lnt~oductlon of’a taper ratio T
and trying all promisinq combinations of exponents on a
sel’iesof airplanes ylclds the following relationship
for the least deviation cf K from an average value:

(w - C1W2- IQ G.7fo.7Rl.4~o.6

K = ‘—--- ... . .—

wl t
0.7T0.1

The value of K = 24C0 was derived from a number of
Army Air Force airplanes and is used in the determina-
tion of wing weight for this report. The value Cl is
taken as 0.85.

10 ● The weight of tail surfaces is taken as
10 percent of the wing weight.

11. The weight of fuel system is 0.65 pound
per gallon of’gasollrie.

12. The oil system weighs 1.25 pounds per
gallon. Sufficient tanka~e wei~ht is included to obtain
fiaximum range
to be carried

with 110 bomb load. The tanl~sulteassumed
in the wings.

Calculation of Performance

Calculations of speed, range, climb, and take-off
were all made in conventional manner. Hiqh speed is
computed at military power (2000 hp per engine). Range
is computed by an integration of the Rreguet formula.
Climb iS computed at m-h?~l L/D and full military
horsepower. Take-off run is computed for saa level by
Diehlfs formula (reference ~) aasuming a take-off lift
coefficient of 1.2.
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b
...1..,.-,

CL

CDO.

c1

D

e

F

f’

K

P

Pc

wing span

lift coefficient

profile-drag coefficient

coefficient multiplying the distributed load
to @ve the effective distributed load

airplano drag, except propeller diameter in
propeller characteristics

span factor

effective fuselu~e and nacelle frontal area

des?.gn load factor

wing weight c~efficient

air~lnne lift

lift-drag ratio

engine pawor

?propeller power coefi’1.clent,Pc = —
$%lv

R

s

T

t

v

w

w/s

dynamic pressue, q = ;PV2

aspect ratio; as subscript, propeller radius

wing area

wing taper ratio

wing-root thickness ratio

airplane velocity “

airplane gross weight

wing loading, pounds per square foot
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w/4 power loading, pounds per horsepo~r - take-off

W1 wing weight

Nz distributed load in wing

P mass density of air

o 0.7R propeller solid~ty at 0.7 radius; the ratio
of the total blade chord to the circumference

I
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